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PROJECT UPDATES

EARTH DAY

The Sandy Beach Improvement
Project is slated to take place during
March and April. This project will
rehabilitate a 10” sewer line on Sandy
Beach Road.

Bring your old mercury thermometer to
the District’s booth at the Vallejo
Farmers Market on Saturday, April 21
from 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. and receive a
free digital thermometer in exchange.
The event will take place on Marin Street,
between Georgia and Virginia.

We will try to have this project
completed efficiently to reduce any
traffic or noise disruptions you may
experience. We appreciate your
patience.
Sewer improvement projects slated
for work in early summer include
Napa St. between Louisiana and
Ohio, Jennings at Buss, Moorland
between Valle Vista and Howard, and
Curtola Parkway between Alameda
and El Dorado.
If you have questions about sewer
work in your area, call us at
707.644.8949.

Mercury thermometers have been used
for decades as a first step in caring for
someone who feels sick. While they work
well, there is a risk to their use that can
impact the health of families and the environment. Mercury is a toxic substance that
can harm humans and wildlife.
Many families have had a mercury thermometer in their medicine cabinets for years
without breaking it. But they are easy to break, and difficult to clean up.
There are many ways to reduce your mercury health risk:
Some fish and shellfish contain higher levels of mercury (and PCBs), so check out
the Safe Eating Guidelines at oehha.ca.gov/fish.
CFLs, other fluorescent light bulbs, and some batteries contain small amounts of
mercury. Dispose of them at the Vallejo-Napa Household Waste Facility at 889A
Devlin Rd. in American Canyon.
Keep mercury out of your home by trading in your mercury thermometer at our
booth on Earth Day.
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THE STATE OF DISTRICT INFRASTRUCTURE
Each year in Vallejo, 6 billion gallons of raw sewage flow through 450 miles of sewer
pipes to your wastewater treatment plant. The sewage is treated so that it is clean and
safe enough to be released into the bay without causing harm. The machinery, pipes,
and other assets that make this critical process happen every hour of every day of the
year are aging.
In 2013, the District embarked on an Asset Management Program. This process,
which is nearing the end of its first phase, analyzes every piece of equipment we have,
things like pumps, valves, pipes, and instruments. We do this in order to understand
how old is each piece of equipment, what is its current condition, what it will cost to
repair or replace, and what is the consequence if it fails.
So far, we have worked through this process at the wastewater treatment plant. We
are about to embark on the second phase, which will do the same analysis for more
than 400 miles of sewer pipes and over 40 wastewater and stormwater pump stations.
Here is what we’ve learned so far:
• We have assessed nearly 2,500 pieces of equipment, with many more to come. The assessment uses different criteria to place the
equipment into one of five categories from very good to very poor. This categorization helps us identify and prioritize repair and
replacement needs.
• Treatment plant assets in the poor and very poor categories number about 250, or 10%. More than half of the assets, around
1,600, fall into the fair category.
• Based on preliminary observations in the field, sewer pipes and pump station equipment falls into the same category … about
10% is estimated to be at or near the end of its useful life. The asset management process to come will be much more specific,
and may show a different result.
Since 2001, there have been two major improvement projects at the treatment plant: building a 9-million gallon storage basin that
helped us reduce sewer overflows from 343 in 2000 to 19 in 2017. We also changed the location of our main effluent outfall (where
treated wastewater enters the waterway) from the Carquinez Strait to the Mare Island Strait to save on electrical costs and ease
maintenance. Many smaller projects take place every year.
Outside the treatment plant, we’ve done sewer replacement and repair projects in Gary Circle, Denton Court, North Camino Alto,
Bonita Court, Quincy Alley, Sutter Street, Hargus/Banning, and the Mare Island Sewer Force Main Replacement (in design phase),
and more. This list does not cover stormwater projects, just sewer-related ones.
Over the next five years, we plan to continue lower lateral replacements in various neighborhoods throughout the city, upgrade and
rehabilitate pump stations, conduct force main testing and rehabilitation, and improve sewer pipes. Inside the treatment plant, we
expect to rehabilitate or replace aspects of our primary sewage treatment process, secondary and biotowers media, primary clarifiers,
headworks, and replace solids dewatering equipment.
Ongoing replacement and repair of equipment has not
kept pace with how much that equipment has aged, and
how close it is to breaking down. The asset management
process helps us determine critical information about the
state of our equipment. This will result in preventing
sewage spills that place the District at risk for regulatory
fines and environmental lawsuits, ensuring that the utility
remains financially solvent by reducing costly emergency
spending, and providing better protection for your health
and the environment.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Vallejo’s Earth Day
Saturday, April 21
9 a.m. to Noon
Marin Street off Georgia
www.VallejoWastewater.org
707.652.7812

There will be a creek cleanup
that day as well! Find more
details at the Vallejo
Watershed Alliance website:
VallejoWatershedAlliance.org

